LOCKDOWN TREASURE HUNT
could take about 3 hours
What number do you ring to access The DFIB?
What can you see dated 1893?
What birds are a feature at the entrance gate?
How much did SHARE raise for Kicks Count?
Take the road that is named after the parish
What letter accompanies 4/17 here?
Join here today… where? They do cream teas!
Where can you see DAAHFWZ displayed ?
What’s significant about BT pole 9L 15 21 ?
NO ENTRY to where ?
The Barn after East Barn has what guarding the entrance ?
Name the butcher ?
After Coombe Cottage and up the slope there’s a power pole on your right.
What bird can ALWAYS be seen here?
In the field gateway, what Renewable Energy generation system can you see?
The footpath sign is at the entrance to where ?
Standing at the double metal gates, how many utility poles can you see?
At the next double metal gates is a great view of Kit Hill, what’s missing at the gateway?
What did the impressive stone building used to be ?
At the next double gates, what is always standing in the middle of the field ?
You passed the 2 bungalows you can see, name them both ?
At the Old Rectory turn LEFT
What farriers equipment can you see here?
At Windmills, what web site do you notice ?
Why did John come to the church ?
What time is collection on Saturdays?
How many letters on the crossroad sign ?
Follow the arm that has 16 letters on it
Unsuitable for what in ½ mile ?
Where can you see 3 HENLEYs ?
Local knowledge: What community group owns the PV Panels on the building on the left ?
How many skylights can you see on the cow cubical building ?
Local knowledge: After the next double gates what Prime place Will you see well, through
the hole in over grown stone hedge framed by branches fighting to conceal the gateway ?
What have the council posted they’re doing here ?
Name the company where you’d expect water to go ?
Opposite Treven entrance the footpath enters the field. Enter and keep the field hedge on
your right to the stile in the far corner.
The next field has horses, not very bothered by you. Aim for CARADON MAST.
At the second jump how many rounds are there ?

Local knowledge : At night, how many lights can you see on the mast?
Through the tape gate, over the stile, take care & drop down into the road and turn RIGHT.
FH, near AV and H have what women’s name?
Local knowledge: In front of you is the tower at Linkinhorne, what is the church name?
Take the footpath on your LEFT. Make sure to close the gate securely.
Aim for the turbine at GANG
Take the LEFT gate and keep the hedge on your RIGHT to the stile, go over, cross the water.
Don’t touch the electric fence, lift the string and open the hurdle gate
Keep RIGHT and follow the fence, long legged people can straddle the next hurdle gate.
How many plastic fence posts do you pass ?
Who’s selling the gate, careful it’s off it’s hinges ?
Follow the path, to a track and keep straight on to Mornick
Take the unsuitable route
What season is it here?
What tree is spelt here ?
Passing the town, where does it say the fibre is ?
What’s the BRICKHOUSE ductile number ?
After the bridge TURN LEFT
How many footrests on pole number 13 ?
BT 8L 91 31 is on pole number what ?
How many arches behind the NO PARKING sign ?
How many full concrete blocks in the new wall ?
How far to Trewoodloe?
Take this path up the stone steps, over the stile and up the slope. This is Hatchet field.
Spot the wood stile to the LEFT of the gateway in front of you. Enjoy the views here.
Local knowledge: to the RIGHT of Cheesewring, what is the name of the TOR?
Over the stone hedge stile, keep the hedge on your RIGHT to the next stile, CAREFUL of the
barbwire and granite steps down into the road.
TURN LEFT. What building is after Mission cottage?
How many sleepers at the end of the track at the SHARE shed?
Follow the next footpath sign. Local knowledge: What is the name of the view here?
Before the road, follow the footpath up the steps.
What flower names can you read here?
What year was the chapel built?
Which house would you leave your car at?
Who is in the phone box ?
Who erected the cross?
How many Double metal gates did you pass?
What is Cormac phone number?
You can check your answers when you return back at the hall, there’s 1 copy with the newsletters.
Any questions? Text 07305 044049
Email your answers to iamalihumphreys@yahoo.com
or leave at the hall with your name & address if you don’t have email.
YOUR NAME and DATE :

